
It’s Not Rocket Science. 
It’s Vanonomics.

These days, fl eet managers are fi nding it 
makes less and less sense to own commercial 
vehicles outright. It’s just not economically 

or operationally effi cient. Which is why, in these 
changing times, more UK businesses than ever 

before are deciding to switch to hire plans.

At Northgate we know we can make 
this decision easier for companies big 
and small by applying simple common 
sense with good van hire economics. 
We call this Vanonomics.

As Sales & Marketing Director, part 
of my job is to ensure that we fi nd 
ways to work with businesses 
running fl eets. So, we put 
ourselves in the shoes of fl eet 
managers and used Vanonomics 
to create solutions for each of 
the key management areas; 
vehicle management and 
maintenance, accidents, fuel and 
risk. The more vehicles in the fl eet, 
the more Vanonomics can help drive 
down business costs. Excuse the pun.

When it comes to vehicle management we make 
sure our hire plans are fl exible; allowing managers 
to change vans when needed, and return any that 
aren’t being used. We’ve also built a powerful 
piece of software, Fleet Dynamics, and introduced 
ongoing maintenance-tracking to give managers 
the functionality and visibility to keep their vehicles 
on the road. Plus, our range of telematics solutions 

means that customers can always track vehicles and 
how they’re being driven.

We’ve made accident management simple. The 
last thing customers need, after an accident, is to deal 
with multiple agents and complex procedures. So 
we’ve created one dedicated team to deal with 
everything; from incident, to insurance, to getting back 
on the road. And every hire plan includes servicing, 
maintenance and 24/7 breakdown cover.

We’ve also come up with a fuel card solution to make 
fuel management easier for our customers. Helping 
them save money on prices at the pump. So they can 

spend it on the things that really matter.

And fi nally, we’ve designed several 
support solutions to help customers 

manage risk, such as Fleet Risk 
Audits, Driver Risk Assessments 
and tailored driving courses, all to 
help prevent unforeseen events
from happening in the fi rst place.

This common sense approach, 
combined with smart van 

economics (and the fact that 
we’ll even buy your old vans off 

you) is just another reason businesses 
are switching to 

Northgate. Maybe that’s 
why we’ve just been named as 
Fleet News Reader Recommended 
Rental Company.

If Vanonomics sounds like it 
can help keep your business 
driving forward, get in touch.
It really is that simple.
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Our business is to keep your business on the road. We do this by combining 

simple common sense with good van hire economics. We call it Vanonomics.

We’ve used Vanonomics to create a range of fl exible and fi nancially savvy 

hire plans, that make maintaining a business fl eet simple and convenient. 

With over 52,000 vehicles and 56 UK branches, we’re ready when you are.

Get in touch to see how Vanonomics can keep your business driving 

forwards at northgatevehiclehire.co.uk
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